
Director’s Note…
Last  weekend,  I  was  at  a  conference  in 
Vermont  with  over  one  hundred  Place-based 
educators from all over the country. The energy 
was  potent,  as  people  shared  their  stories  of 
Place-based learning in  the classroom, in  the 
field, in partnership with local land trusts, and 
among  all  seasons.   While  this  conference's 
focus  was  teaching  and  learning  in  the 
outdoors  during winter  time,  we were out  in 
the Vermont March woods (snow in some places,  mud in others,  brisk air,  sap 
flowing in the afternoon sun)  for much of the day,  working with the faculty of 
Antioch University in a host of workshops.  I have attended this workshop for 
several years now and each time it has offered a different focus. Each year it gets 
bigger and bigger-- and each year, there are more offerings for a diverse range in 
grades.   Each year, I am inspired by more fellow educators who are looking at 
education in progressive, creative, and meaningful ways.  Each year, I feel like we 
are part of something a little bigger,  and that our collective efforts are making 
change and inspiring young and thoughtful stewards.   The field of Place-based 
education continues to grow and we are a part of it!  

I  would like to let TCS parents know that we have started a Place-based resource 
library on the same bookshelf as our mindfulness library.  As the field continues to 
grow,  there  are  more  resources  for  parents  and  teachers--  more  research  and 
findings  on  the  positive  effects  of  Place-based  education  on  students  learning, 
processing  and  comprehension,  physical  and  mental  health,  and  overall 
engagement in their education and community.  We invite you to take a look and 
sign out a book if you're interested!

Sap is running!
Jasmine
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From The Woodland Class…

We “love” plays, role-playing, reciting poems and verse, and acting out some of our daily 
poems.  Our poem for this week is especially fun for adding movements. 
 
Invitation to the Wind
 
Dance
with me
now
in the Springlight
dance
with me under the sky.
Dance
on
your
tiptoes and turn me and
whirl me and lift me
and teach me to fly!
Carry me
on your wild shoulders
I’ll
catch all the petals
that spill!
Dance with me,
Wind,
like
you
dance
with the kites
Like you dance with those kites
on the hill!
 
-Barbara Juster Esbensen 

Our classroom library is getting a new look!  We have found that we have grown so 
much as readers that we needed to reorganize our library.   We are sorting books into 
popular categories and putting them into bins.  We are then adding labels so we can 
easily find our favorites, so we can read more, and more, and more!  We have bins for 
series  books,  information books,  math topics,  Spanish  books,  atlases  and maps,  field 
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Reminders:      

- Woodland play: 
Friday, April 12, 4pm.

- April break: 
April 15-19.  School resumes April 
22.

 Thank You To 

Miss Amy  for helping with 
W o o d l a n d d r i v i n g 
logistics, Deanna  for helping with 
t h e I n t e r t i d a l / A l p i n e p l a y 
set,  Claire Malina  for being a 
guest artist in printmaking with 
the Alpines during the month of 
March.  

Natural History Mystery: 

What is the term for sharp,
irregular grooves or ridges formed
on snow by wind erosion,
particularly in the polar regions,
and on frozen lakes around here?



guides,  old  favorites,  and  of  course 
poetry  books.  There  are  more 
categories and bins to   come, but we 
have a good start!   
 
Our first  year  classmates  have  been 
writing “small moment” stories about 
some of their most recent adventures 
and  about  th ings  they  ha ve 
remembered  that  have  been  special 
moments  to  them.  They start  by 
talking  out  loud  and  sketching  a 
beg inn ing ,  midd le ,  and 
end.   Then they add the words to 

the story using what they have learned 
about  the  sounds  of  vowels  and  consonants  and  how  they  go  together  to  make 
words.  They also use their “snap” words, as they need them.  They are so proud of 
these accomplishments and when they read their stories to the class, the whole class gives 
them a big “applause”.  What a supportive group of authors! 

The Woodland Class will be going to Sand Beach to complete their final project for their 
Mapping, Landforms and Geography expedition-- a treasure hunt where they have to use 
their knowledge of compass directions, mapping, landform ID and local geography!

 
Happy Spring,
Miss Marie and Miss Jasmine

From The Intertidal Class…

Dear families, 

Bravo to all of our actors for an amazing 
performance last week. It is often a leap of 
faith  to  create  your  own  story  and  the 
greatest dose of affirmation is the joy and 
appreciation  from  the  audience.  Thank 
you all for being that supportive audience 
for us! 
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Woodlands acting out pieces in ELA

A page of a small moment story in the Woodland Class 



We started this week by reflecting on the past four 
weeks  of  play  creation.  Each  child  shared  an 
appreciation  for  another  member  of  the  cast  and 
then spent time reflecting on what they had learned 
from this creative process. We have some empowered 
creators  in  this  class  and I  look forward  to  seeing 
what else they collaborate to create. 

We  are  beginning  our  new  Expedition  this  week, 
entitled From the Sea to the Stars. We will explore 
these  two  environments  that  are  far  from  one 
another,  yet  share  many  similarities  as  well.  We 
already have kiddos with a lot of knowledge in this 
area and I look forward to learning alongside them 
over the next several weeks. 

For outing this week we are headed into Acadia for a hike, hoping to get a little closer to 
the ocean we are beginning to study. 

With warmth, 
Bethany

From The Alpine Class…
The  Alpine  class  is  continuing  to  focus  on 
informational writing and non-fiction reading 
in  our  ELA work.  Each  student  is  currently 
writing  a  research  essay  on  a  topic  of  their 
choice. This writing unit has also given us the 
opportunity  to  research  our  topics  using  a 
variety of  information texts  including books, 
news articles, and websites. The Alpine writers 
have  found  it  very  engaging  to  find  out  as 
much as they possibly can about a topic that 
fascinates  them.  We  are  now  crafting  our 
essays,  which  include  thesis  statements  and 
multiple paragraphs to back up our claims. 

We have also been enjoying non-fiction books 
together  and  absorbing  new  information  every 
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Alpine block printing 

Elliot printing with guest artist Claire Malina 



ELA block.  Today,  the  students  focused  on  finding  anecdotes  in  their  books  and 
considering why these stories were included. We read a section from our mentor text Fast 
Food Nation about a teenage fast food worker, which led to a very engaging conversation 
about the minimum wage throughout our country! I look forward to more conversations 
sparked by engaging non-fiction texts throughout this ELA unit.

This week,  we will  be heading into Acadia to enjoy some time outside as  springtime 
arrives.

Warmly,  

Amy

News and Upcoming Events 

Spring Mindfulness Workshop:  Are You Busy?  With Josh Ehrlich 
Saturday, March 30, 3-5pm at The Community School 
In this workshop you will:
Reflect and re-set priorities   - Make time and space to live  - Find room for fun and 
creativity  -  Dig out from endless errands   - Give and get support

Come discuss new skills, share ideas and have fun.Take away a pragmatic action plan to 
be more effective. Josh Ehrlich is a senior advisor and coach who inspires innovation and 
change.  He  has  worked  with  hundreds  of  professionals  and  leaders  in  multinational 
companies. He is a leading authority on succeeding in demanding environments and an 
expert  in  mindful  leadership. 
Mindfulness  is  the  discipline  of 
being  focused,  present  and 
inspiring  in  an  era  of  rapid 
change and information overload. 
Josh  rece ived  a  BA  wi th 
distinction from Yale and a PhD 
f rom  NYU  in  Cl in ica l 
Psychology.  He is  the  author  of 
MindShi f t ing :  Focus  for 
Performance. 

$20  suggested  donation  to  the 
TCS mindfulness  program fund. 
Space is limited! Pre-register with 
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Jasmine Smith at info@thecommunityschool.me or send check with "3/30 Mindfulness 
Workshop" in the memo to The Community School, PO Box 825, Bar Harbor, Maine 
04609.

Woodland Play:  The Explorers
Show time: Friday, April 12 
Join us for this one-of-a-kind musical,  place-based show, starring the Woodland Class!  
Blake has done a beautiful job in writing a meaningful script that reflects this groups 
connection to the natural world, their mindfulness tools, and their adventurous spirits. 
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Cultivating a Sense of Self, Place, and Community.

website: www.thecommunityschool.me  email: info@thecommunityschool.me

Amaya with her finished block prints 


